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What is the justification for traveling to a Big Island conference?

How can a one shot instruction session use disgust to gain currency?

Why does the Most Inspiring Treasurer's Report cite Downton Abbey?
How and Why

Instruction Session Exercises
- Incorporating math in your (Boolean) Library Tour
- User friendly approach to peer-reviewed scholarly journal articles

Perspectives from other speakers, other places
- Agriculture
- Economics
- History

Impact
- Learning, retention, application
- Encourage creativity & lead to long range solutions
But, first

What is \textbf{CONTEXT}?

from Latin contextus, ‘weaving together’

is the setting which can modify our view of an idea, phenomenon or statement.


\textit{Credo Reference}
Immigrant honeybees

Honeybees came to America with the first Europeans.

Sarah Bergmann

Native pollinators are the reproductive strategy of 80% of the planet’s plant life, making them a foundation to ecosystems. They are most frequently bees (of which there are approximately 20,000 species in the world), but also include butterflies, flies, and moths.

Honeybees are a beloved domestic collaborator. Long used for honey and wax, they have more recently become of primary importance in our monocultural agriculture landscapes. We use them to support a vital service, but we must also work to support the native pollinators that are essential to the health of our natural and agricultural ecosystems.
& non-textual

The Elements

- Sniff
- Voice
- Image
- Movement
- Time
The uniquely human emotion of disgust is intimately connected to morality in many, perhaps all, cultures (Rozin, Lowery, Imada, & Haidt, 1999b). We report two studies suggesting that a predisposition to feel disgust (“disgust sensitivity”) is associated with more conservative political attitudes, especially for issues related to the moral dimension of purity. In the first study, we document a positive correlation between disgust sensitivity and self-reported conservatism in a broad sample of US adults. In Study 2 we show that while disgust sensitivity is associated with more conservative attitudes on a range of political issues, this relationship is strongest for purity-related issues—specifically, abortion and gay marriage.
Antsy Activity: 
(Boolean) Math Tour

**Group 1:** What’s on the 1st floor that’s not on the 2nd floor? 10 items
**Group 2:** What’s on the 2nd floor that’s not on the 1st floor? 6 items
**Group 3:** What’s on both the 1st & 2nd floors? 4 items

**All Groups:** What’s the total # of what’s on the
- 1st OR 2nd floors? ____
- 1st AND 2nd floors? ____
- 1st AND 2nd AND 3rd floors? ____
"The more adaptable we are, the better chance we have of coming through."

Lady Cora, Countess of Grantham

Layering
Time, Place & Face

1992 Pu`ukoholā Heiau Sam Ka’ai
1995 Pololū Valley Glenn Wharton
2014 Pu`ukoholā site visit
2015 Kiholo fishponds Kepa Maly
Go outside and play.

Thank you for your attention.

carolhas@hawaii.edu